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Abstract— Islam is the second largest and the fastest growing religion. The Islamic Law, Sharia, represents a
profound component of the day-to-day lives of Muslims. This creates a lot of queries, about specific
problems, that requires answers, or Fatwas. While sources of Sharia are available for anyone, it often
requires a highly qualified person, the Mufti, to provide Fatwa. To get certified for Fatwa, the Mufti needs to
undergo a sophisticated and long education process that starts from basic to high school. With Islam
followers representing almost 25% of planet earth population, generating a lot of queries, and the
sophistication of the Mufti qualification process, creating shortage in them, we have a supply-demand
problem, calling for Automation solutions. This motivates the application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to
Automated Islamic Fatwa. In this work, we explore the potential of AI, Machine Learning and Deep
Learning, with technologies like Natural Language Processing (NLP), paving the way to help the
Automation of Islam Fatwa. We start by surveying the State-of-The Art (SoTA) of NLP, and explore the
potential use-cases to solve the problems of Question answering and Text Classification in the Islamic Fatwa
Automation. We present the first and major enabler component for AI application for Islamic Fatwa, the
data. We build the largest dataset for Islamic Fatwa, spanning the widely used websites for Fatwa. Moreover,
we present baseline systems, for Topic Classification, Topic Modelling and Retrieval-based QuestionAnswering, to set the direction for future research and benchmarking on our dataset. Finally, we release our
dataset and baselines to the public domain, to help advance the future research in the area.
Keywords: Islamic Fatwa; Question Answering; Text Classification; Artificial Intelligence; Machine
Learning; Deep Learning; Natural Language Processing.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Islam is the third Abrahamic Religion, and the second-largest religion, with over 1.9 billion followers;
Muslims, representing 24.9% of the earth population in 51 countries [64]. Also, Islam is the fastest growing
religion, at growth rate 1.84% (2010-2015) per year. Islam is characterized by a comprehensive set of
immutable diving rules, representing the Islamic Law, or Sharia, which governs all aspects of Muslims lives.
The Islamic jurisprudence or Fiqh represents the human interpretation of Sharia. Traditional theory of Islamic
jurisprudence recognizes four sources of Sharia: the Quran, sunnah (authentic hadith), qiyas (analogical
reasoning), and ijma (juridical consensus). Different legal schools, also called madhhabs, of which the most
prominent are Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi school, Hanbali and Jafari. Classical jurisprudence was elaborated by
private religious scholars, largely through legal opinions (fatwas) issued by qualified jurists (muftis).
Qualification of a Mufti until certification to issue fatwas is a sophisticated learning process. Traditionally,
Islamic law was taught in private circles in Mosques, by a reputable Sheikh, who is assisted by advanced
students, which results in a certification or ijaza. This tradition, even extended to other branches of education,
like medicine, law, mathematics…etc. In the modern era, specialized institutions were established in several law
colleges as a centralized place for issuing of fatwas for the general population. Examples are the Egyptian Dar
al-Ifta, founded in 1895, and Al-Ifta is Saudi Arabia.
With the explosion of Social Media, and public websites, new channels of fatwas have emerged. Typical
scenario is that a person sends his/her question, questions are gathered and distributed among muftis, and
answers are posted back, in private or public. Such channels can either be official websites, reviewed by an
authority, or unofficial. While this facilitates the process of getting an answer for Muslims, however, it opens
the door for many controversy, unauthentic fatwas.
In this work, we aim to unleash the potential of AI to deliver immediate Fatwa, an answer to a question about an
Islamic Religion rule. Usually, those answers must be given by a highly qualified experts, who had years of
specialized education and verified degrees from the highest religious institutes. This creates a high-demand lowsupply situation. This situation is more demanding in the high seasons, like Pilgrim, Umrah and Ramadan.
Which calls for the need for automation.
AI can answer many of these needs. At the goal, an automated Question Answering (QA)/Chatbot system can
relieve the load of the human experts. However, even high gains can be achieved by simpler solutions, like
categorization and routing of the question to a specialized expert, recommending an immediate answer by
matching the user and the question to a database of previous answers-users who might have similar questions
and/or similar background (origin, language, ethnicity, sex…etc) and verifying the authenticity of an
answer/Fatwa.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is changing the shape of the world. In the last few years, a lot of potential has been
there for applied AI in Natural Language Processing (NLP). Following the Computer Vision (CV) field, NLP
has reached the so-called ―Image-Net moment‖ with the introduction of Transfer Learning and Transformers
[35][63]. That potential is not fully unleashed in Low-Language Resources (LLR) like Arabic. Some attempts
have been made such as [10][15][16][24][46][53][7]. One important application of AI in NLP is the area of
Personal Assistants, Chatbots and Question Answering (QA) systems, where AI delivers State-of-The-Art
(SoTA) performance. Such applications are vital to domains where human experts can be overwhelmed by the
high traffic of requests/questions, especially when the questions are repetitive, or at least could be clustered and
routed to the proper expert ahead of time.
We start surveying the SoTA in NLP, focused on QA systems, Chatbots and Text Classification. This leads to
the discussion of the potential application areas of AI to Automated Fatwa systems, and the different use-cases
scenarios. We focus our contribution on this paper to the main building block that enables other applications,
which is data. We collect and build the largest dataset of Islamic Fatwas, from a diversity of the most popular
Fatwa websites, official and non-official, spanning different geographical locations, accents, and backgrounds.
The dataset includes the queries and answers, and also the topic and date of the fatwa when applicable. This
helps us perform Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA), like Unsupervised Topic Modelling and Seasonality
Analysis. To set baselines for the future research on our dataset, we build baseline models for Topic
Classification, and Retrieval-based system using Word Embeddings and Text Similarity matching. We release
all our models and dataset to the public domain to help advance the research in the area.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: first we review and discuss the literature in NLP, focused on QA,
Chatbots and Text Classification. Then we discuss the possible application and research areas of AI application
for Islamic Fatwa. Following, we present our dataset, with statistics and analysis of the topics and distributions
of fatwas, along with seasonality analysis. Finally, we conclude with the baseline models results applied to the
dataset, for QA and Topic classification, along with the suggested future directions of research in the area and
main conclusions.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Chatbots Systems Taxonomy
A Chatbot can be thought of a high-level state-machine on top of an underlying QA engine. Chatbots can be
classified according to different criteria:
Open-domain vs. Closed-domain Chatbots: Open-domain are often called ―Chit-chat bots‖, and are more of
conversational bots, which aims to have a flow of dialog that is generic. On the other hand, Closed-domain are
Task-Oriented bots are specialized to serve certain application domain, customer service. Task-Oriented are
more practical, and easier to achieve practical and satisfactory performance.
Contextualized vs Context-free Chatbots: Dialog based systems, often requires context to extend the dialog
flow. Based on the context, the next answer can be given. On the other hand, Context-free bots provides an
immediate answer to the question, and the flow restarts again. Contextualized bots are common in customer
service in the IT domain, where a problem debugging tree exists beforehand, and the bot must go through the
different possible root causes with the customer.
Retrieval-based vs Generative: This taxonomy is more concerned with the way the underlying QA system is
developed. In Retrieval-based systems, the question text is matched to all the questions in the database, using a
certain similarity match, like simple dot-product, Mahalanobis-distance or cosine-similarity. On the other hand,
Generative systems follow the encoder-decoder design pattern, known as sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq). The
question text is first encoded into an Embedding space, and then passed to the decoder to generate the answer.
Such systems are further classifier into Recurrent based (LSTM or GRU) [14][45] transformer based [63]
The AI Fatwa system shall be developed as Task-Oriented/Closed-domain system, in a Context-Free fashion.
Both Retrieval-based and Generative approaches will be evaluated, along with both Recurrent and Transformer
approaches to the latter.
B. Ready-made Platforms
Among the most popular platforms for building a Chatbot are:
Google’s Dialogflow
Amazon Alexa
Facebook’s Wit
IBM’s Watson Assistant tool.
The benefits of using one of these is to obtain a quick minimum viable product (MVP), without having much
previous AI knowledge. However, they need to be fine-tuned and adjusted for specific application domain,
language, accent…etc.
C. State-of-The Art for Text Classifiers
Deep Learning (DL) models are known for their hunger to data, which is usually a bottleneck to get good
results. One of the most effective techniques to overcome such limitation is the use of Transfer Learning (TL)
and enables learning from small data sets. At the same time, the learned representations can be re-used among
different tasks. Having a shared representation among different tasks gives rise to a new area called Multi-Task
Learning (MTL). The shared representation can both improve the performance over the different tasks, and also
reduce the inference time needed by sharing common parameters.
D. Transfer Learning in NLP
One of the biggest challenges in natural language processing (NLP) is the shortage of training data. Because
NLP is a diversified field with many distinct tasks, most task-specific datasets contain only a few thousand or a
few hundred thousand human-labelled training examples. However, modern deep learning-based NLP models
see benefits from much larger amounts of data, improving when trained on millions, or billions, of annotated
training examples. To help close this gap in data, researchers have developed a variety of techniques for training
general purpose language representation models using the enormous amount of unannotated text on the web
(known as pre-training). The pre-trained model can then be fine-tuned on small-data NLP tasks like question
answering and sentiment analysis, resulting in substantial accuracy improvements compared to training on these
datasets from scratch.
In the field of computer vision, researchers have repeatedly shown the value of transfer learning — pretraining a neural network model on a known task, for instance ImageNet, and then performing fine-tuning —
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using the trained neural network as the basis of a new purpose-specific model. In recent years, researchers have
been showing that a similar technique can be useful in many natural language tasks.
A basic form of transfer learning has been applied in NLP in the past few years, in the form of learning useful
word representations; known as ―Word Embeddings‖. Word Embeddings have seen advances recently being
applied in FastText from FaceBook [12], and ELMo [49].
Pre-trained representations can either be context-free or contextual, and contextual representations can further
be unidirectional or bidirectional. Context-free models such as word2vec or GloVe generate a single word
embedding representation for each word in the vocabulary. For example, the word ―bank‖ would have the same
context-free representation in ―bank account‖ and ―bank of the river.‖ Contextual models, like BERT [23] and
ELMo [49] instead generate a representation of each word that is based on the other words in the sentence. For
example, in the sentence ―I accessed the bank account,‖ a unidirectional contextual model would represent
―bank‖ based on ―I accessed the‖ but not ―account.‖ However, BERT represents ―bank‖ using both its previous
and next context — ―I accessed the ... account‖ — starting from the very bottom of a deep neural network,
making it deeply bidirectional. ELMo learns contextual representations; the representation for each word
depends on the entire context in which it is use. Moreover, it works at the character level, which reduces the
Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV).
Going beyond word representations, some new models appeared that focus on transfer learning on more
useful architectures. Specifically, the model of encoder-decoder architecture started to take over in the field of
Neural Machine Translation (NMT), like in seq2seq [14], which are based on BiLSTM models, and incorporate
attention mechanisms, and the Transformer [63] which is fully based on attention gates, without any recurrent
layers. Moreover, the learnt representations in that encoder, can be transferred to other tasks, like in ULMFiT
[35], where a model is trained on large corpus for Neural Language Models (NLM), and then the backbone of
the model is re-used to initialize a sentiment classification model on IMDB movie reviews. In BERT, including
Question Answering (SQuAD v1.1), Natural Language Inference (MNLI), and others.
BERT makes use of Transformer, an attention mechanism that learns contextual relations between words (or
sub-words) in a text. In its vanilla form, Transformer includes two separate mechanisms; an encoder that reads
the text input and a decoder that produces a prediction for the task. Since BERT’s goal is to generate a language
model, only the encoder mechanism is necessary. BERT builds upon recent work in pre-training contextual
representations — including Semi-supervised Sequence Learning, Generative Pre-Training, ELMo, and ULMFit.
However, unlike these previous models, BERT is the first deeply bidirectional, unsupervised language
representation, pre-trained using only a plain text corpus. A similar approach is used in Open AI GPT [19],
which is a is a combination of two existing ideas: transformers and unsupervised pre-training. Open AI GPT
works in two stages; first train a transformer model on a very large amount of data in an unsupervised manner
— using language modelling as a training signal — then we fine-tune this model on much smaller supervised
datasets to help it solve specific tasks.
E. Multi-Task Learning
The field of Natural Language Processing includes dozens of tasks, among them machine translation, namedentity recognition, and entity detection. While the different NLP tasks are often trained and evaluated separately,
there exists a potential advantage in combining them into one model, i.e., learning one task might be helpful in
learning another task and improve its results. The idea of transfer learning enables the idea of having a common
encoder (or backbone according to computer vision convention), that is shared among various tasks in jointly
trained model (Multi-task learning). Hierarchical Multi-Task Learning model (HMTL) [56] provides an
approach to learn different NLP tasks by training on the ―simple‖ tasks first and using the knowledge to train on
more complicated tasks. The model presents state-of-the-art performance in several tasks and an in-depth
analysis of the importance of each part of the model, from different aspects of the word embeddings to the order
of the tasks.
F. Potential in Arabic NLU
Arabic language is considered among the Low-NLP Resources languages, unlike English. This calls for the
need of both TL and MTL to help solving this issue. Looking on the literature today, there is a wide gap in
applying the above techniques to Arabic NLP tasks. Transfer leaning of Word Embeddings was used in
AROMA [7], using learnt embeddings from QALB dataset, to perform sentiment classification task. There is a
high potential in applying the SOTA discussed above in the tasks of Arabic Opinion Mining (OMA) and
Emotion Recognition. More recently, different pre-trained models for Arabic are released, like AraBERT and
AraGPT [1][10][24].
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III. RESEARCH AREAS
G. Supervised problem formulations
Sequence-to-sequence models for Question Answering (QA)/Chatbot: Based on the collected data, an
automated QA system can be built and integrated in a Chatbot to answer Fatwa questions. Chatbots are either
open-domain or task-specific. Open-domain systems are more designed for chatting purposes, rather than
authentic answer. For that, a custom QA system needs to be built from scratch. Recent advances in Transfer
Learning in NLP (see [1][10][24]) can be utilized to build a sequence-to-sequence model for a QA system. This
can be further improved and enhanced by integration to a post authentication step to validate the answer quality.
Classification of Fatwa topics: This can be done in different ways:
- Classification of Fatwas areas (Pilgrim/Umrah, Financial, Prayer, Fasting…etc)
- Classification of Fatwa as Authentic/Non-authentic
Pre-trained models like BERT [23] can be used for English, and AraBERT or AraGPT [10] for Arabic, where
specialized language models can be built for Fatwa.
H. Unsupervised problem formulations
Fatwa text can be modelled based on the topics using topic modelling techniques such as Latent Dirichlet
Analysis (LDA). This can be used to annotate the collected dataset as well. Also, Active Learning can be
utilized to for data annotation. Active learning is concerned with semi-supervised labelling of samples, through
iterative selection of which samples to present to the annotator, based on the learner performance in the previous
iteration. This can be used for custom dataset building. Ready platforms like AWS GroundTruth can be used.
I.
-

Dataset building
Trusted sources: These are government sources, which are reviewed and authentic. This further serves as a
source of authenticity reference. Examples [2][6][22]
- Untrusted sources: Those are abundant. However, authenticity is not guaranteed. Such sources can provide
the needed challenge to solve in the Authenticity Classification area. Examples
- Twitter
- Ask (ArabicASK) [11]
- Popular sites like islamweb [38], islamway [37], binbaz [17], binothaimeen [18], and others.
Some sources could be more popular than others. Some might be noisier in terms of non-qualified responses,
which poses more challenge. Data can be annotated for various aspects:
- Topic
- Authenticity
- Quality (classes could be discrete as classification, or continuous as regression, which is another research
question to be answered).
Custom annotation can be done using Crowd sourcing tools like: Amazon MechanicalTurk, CrowdFlower…etc.
Annotation quality is a wide topic that will be addresses by the owner of this area:
- Label by multiple users
- Majority voting or other aggregation technique
- How to ensure the annotators are trained? Question can be designed to ensure that.
- Semi-automatic annotation and Active Learning to enlarge/augment the annotated data
Based on the collected datasets, the problem can be formulated as Data Science problem, and run Exploratory
Data Analysis (EDA) to extract some insights like:
- Cluster topics across Time/Seasons
- Cluster topics across Regions
- Cluster topics across Language
IV. DATASET
The details of the dataset collection are shown in Table 1, of around 850K Fatwas. As discussed before, we
crawl the popular websites of Islamic Fatwa, being official, like Al-Ifta-SA, Dar-al-ifta-EG and Al-ifta-JO, or
non-official like islamway, islamweb,..etc. Those websites span different countries and geographical locations,
accents, and backgrounds. We crawl for Question/Answer, Topic and Date. The topics and dates are not
applicable or present for some websites. For Arabic AskFM, we extend the one in [11] to include 604K fatwas,
by crawling the full website. A special type of QA is found in islamonline [39], where we treat the articles titles
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as Questions, and the bodies as answers, since they form the basic and frequently asked questions in Islamic
Fatwa.
Dataset
Al-ifta-SA [2]
and Dar-al-iftaEG [22]
AskFM [11]
Islamweb [38]
Islamway [37]
Islamonline [39]
binbaz [17]
binothaimeen
[18]
AlFawzan [7]
Islamqa [36]
Fatwapedia [27]

Question/Answers
3,450

Topics
Yes

Dates
Yes

604,184
126,000
15,060
3,100
28,226
2,157

N/A
Yes
N/A
Yes
Yes
Yes

N/A
Yes
Yes
N/A
N/A
N/A

2,000
30,780
34,661

N/A
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
N/A

Table 1 Dataset information, statistics, and sources
J. Topics Analysis
Traditional jurisprudence distinguishes two principal branches of law, ibadat (rituals) and muamalt (social
relations), each can be further subdivided into more subtopics. Another plane of categorization is by the action
mandated, which falls in one of five categories: mandatory, recommended, neutral, abhorred, and prohibited.

Figure 1 Distribution of Fatawa Per Topic for dar-al-ifta dataset

Figure 2 Word Cloud for dar-al-ifta dataset
K. Top k Topics/Subtopics Analysis
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It's better to reduce the scope to the top-k (k=5) topics, and compare to their corresponding word clouds.

Figure 3 Top 5 Topics/Subtopics for dar-al-ifta dataset

/الميراث/ٔسرة
مجتمع وا

/الصالة/عبادات

/الزكاة/عبادات

/الحج والعمرة/عبادات
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/ٔخالق
اداب وا

Figure 4 Per subtopic Word Cloud for the top 5 topic/subtopic categories in dar-al-ifta dataset
L. Text Cleaning
The following pipeline was applied:
- Special and non-Arabic Characters Removal.
- Arabic Diacritics Removal.
- Punctuations Removal.
- Numbers Removal.
- Stop Words Removal (using NLTK Arabic set).
- Stemming using ISRIStemmer for Arabic.

M. Unsupervised Topic Modelling
We use LDA as a first topic modelling attempt. LDA topic modelling works on the words co-occurrence matrix.
It tries to find the latent factors that clusters sentences together. It uses Bag-of-words representation (BoW).
Generic Topic Modeling:

Figure 5 Identified topics for k=4 for all the topics in dar-al-ifta dataset
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We use stemming. So  السكاةbecomes زكت.  الصالةbecomes صلت. Comparing the identified topics to the word
clouds:
-

2 seem about الصالة+السكاة

-

3 seem about الميراث

-

1 seems about '/ ٓاداب وأخالق/' ,'الحج والعمرة/'عباداث

Top k=5 Topics Modeling:

(0,
(1,
(2,
(3,
(4,

'0.014*"*"يجض.0..0 + "*"ششع.0... + "*"عَو.0... + "ٌ)'"عي
'0.018*"*"يجض.0..0 + "ٌ*"دن.0..0 + "*"جَع.0..0 + ")'"صمح
'0.018*"*"اىو.0..0 + "*"صيح.0..0 + "*"جَع.0..0 + "ٌ)'"دن
'0.035*"*"شيس.0.0. + "*"ذ٘ف.0.00 + "ِ*"ات.0.00 + ")'"رمش
'0.037*"*"ّصة.0..0 + "*"ٗسز.0..0 + "*"ذ٘ف.0.0. + ")'"رمش
Figure 6 Identified topics for k=5 for the top 5 topics/subtopics in dar-al-ifta dataset

Comparing the word clouds per category to the modeled keywords (hover over the circles):
-

2 seem about السكاة

-

4 and 5 seem about الميراث

-

3 seems about الصالة

Lowest categories of the top 5 seem not modelled by LDA: '/ ٓاداب وأخالق/' ,'الحج والعمرة/'عباداث
In terms of topic modelling, stemming seems to perform the same as no stemming: general modelling do not
perform well, while focused on top k topics give good results for the top 3, while the next 2 are not modelled.
To be able to benchmark the unsupervised topic model, we also evaluate a supervised BoW model, with TF-IDF
features. Promising 85% test accuracy shows good correlation signal, for the top 5 topics/subtopics. In terms of
BoW model, stemming performs much better than no stemming. TF-IDF also seem the best text feature to use
with this simple BoW model.
N. Seasonality Analysis of Fatwa Volume Per Topic
The hijri month trend for syam questions. The x-axis is hijri month. The y-axis is the number of questions. The
graph in clearly shows that the number of fasting related questions increase a lot around Ramadan which is
month 9. And this is quite logical. Another logical trend is for ―hajj‖, where the peak is around 10-11-12 (hajj
months peaking at  ذي الحجت12th month), and down around months 1-2 )(محرم و صفر. Also, the combined trends
show high volume of fasting questions season.
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Figure 7 Combined Seasonality trends of Hajj and Fasting
V. BENCHMARKS AND BASELINES
O. Topics Classifier Models
For the classifier models, we evaluate three families: the Bag-of-Words (BoW) and Sequence models: recurrent
based or transformer based models. All bag of words models had the same model architecture and had a
vocabulary size of 2000. The architecture consisted of 2 Dense layers with 1000 nodes followed by 512 node
layers and then the classification layer. Dropouts were applied after every Dense Layer to reduce
overfitting. The bag of words models used the following text features: binary, count, frequency and TFIDF.
Moreover, we also evaluate a BoW vectors, where we use an Embedding layer for each input word. This
requires padding the input sentence to a maximum of 250 words. The vocabulary size is also 2000 words and
the embedding shape is 300. Embeddings layers for BoW vectors model are trained from scratch; i.e. initialized
with random weights sampled from a normal distribution. For Recurrent Networks Topics Classifier
We evaluate both LSTM and GRU models, with 1 and 2 layers. For Transformer Networks Topics Classifier,
we used a hugging face classification library to load AraBERT-base model and train on the dataset. We also
used AraBERT’s pre-process function that cleans the text and put it in the structure that AraBERT’s tokenizer
can read.
Baseline
Accuracy
BoW-Binary Features
53.3%
BoW-Count
53.4%
BoW-Frequency
51%
BoW-TF-IDF
53.5%
BoW Vectors
47%
1-Layer LSTM
52%
1-Layer GRU
53%
2-Layer LSTM
50%
2-Layer GRU
56%
AraBERT
70%
Table 2 Topics Classifiers Baseline Accuracy Results
P. Retrieval-based Question-Answering System
We evaluate the retrieval-based QA system as described in Figure 8. We used fasttext as the Embedding layer,
for encoding the questions and the input. Then we use cosine similarity to compare and get the top k similar
questions. The way fasttext works is by treating each word as a bag of character ngrams (from 3 to 6 in practice).
Each word vector is represented by summing the vectors of its character ngrams plus a specific word vector for
the word itself. The sentence is represented by normalizing each word vector in the question with its L2 norm
and then average them. We evaluate the QA system based on the retrieval accuracy, comparing the retrieved
answer index against the true index. In order to test the similarity matching, we drop random word from the
query question, before matching it against the database, which results in 96.4% retrieval accuracy. While this is
a high accuracy, however, it reflects the retrieval performance from the known set of questions. In the true
scenario, we might have unseen questions that do not match to the database questions, which raises the need to
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have a generative QA system that generates the answer based on the summarized question state, not based on
retrieval matching. We leave this for future works to tackle.

Figure 8 Similarity-based Question matching model.
Query
ٚ تسثة اىعالج ٍٗ٘اعيذ ٍش ٕفطش ف:ط
ً٘ اىيٚ ساعاخ ٗتاق0 ٍِ سٍضاُ غيش أقو
!صائَ ٕ٘ اّا مذج يْفع ٍصٍ٘ش؟
،ٔ اىسالً عيينٌ ٗسدَح هللا ٗتشماذ:ط
،تذايح أدثل في هللا اىذق، شيخْا اىغاىي
ٍِ ٗأسأه هللا أُ يسذدك ٗيؤيذك تشٗح
 ٗأُ يثاسك في عيَل ٗٗقرل ٗقيَل،ٓعْذ
 ٗأُ يجعئ ٍششذا ىيَٖرذيِ ٗصاسٍا،
 أيِ تقيح،  سؤاىي األٗه،ِ اىَثذىيٚعي
اىذذيس عِ اىخالفح أدناٍٖا ٗأياٍٖا؟

 طة ٍَنِ ذقرشح اسٌ مرة عِ سيشج:ط
ٌ هللا عيئ ٗسيٚاىْثي صي

Answer / Fatwa
 إرا ماُ يرعثل اىصً٘ فيل سخصح في:ج
اىفطش في ٕزٓ اىذاىح
ٔ ٗعيينٌ اىسالً ٗسدَح هللا ٗتشماذ:ج
ِ آٍي، ٗذقثو دعاءك اىصاىخ،ٗأدثل هللا
ِمراب "اىخالفح" داه دُٗ ٗإيامٌ أجَعي
إمَاه ٍس٘داخ فص٘ىٔ اىْٖائيح مراب
"اتِ ذيَيح ٍٗعشمح اىذشيح" ٗتعط اىنرة
 ٗاىذساساخ اىري ذطشأ ٗذذراجٙٗٗاىفرا
 ْٕٗاك، ٍَا يضطشّي ىير٘قف،ُ تياٚإى
مرة عذيذج ىٌ أسرطع اىفشاغ ٍْٖا ىٖزا
 يسش هللا إخشاجٖا في أقشب ٗقد،اىسثة
 مراب ٍخرصش ٍع اىذسٗط:ج
اىسيشج اىْث٘يح دسٗط ٗعثش:اىَسرفادج
مراب ٍر٘سط00 اىسثاعيٚىَصطف
اىسيشج اىْث٘يح:ً٘اىشديق اىَخر:ٌاىذج
 ىعيي اىصالتي،عشض ٗقائع ٗذذييو أدذاز.

Table 3 Sample questions and retrieved answers
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present the first steps towards building an Automated Fatwa System using AI and Deep
Learning NLP methods. We survey the State-of-Art methods and provide use-case scenario design for a system
that performs topic/intent classification and Question-Answer retrieval. This leads to the discussion of dataset
collection, where we present the largest dataset of Islamic Fatwas. For this dataset, we performed unsupervised
topic modelling, seasonality analysis, along with baseline models for both topic classification and QA. We
evaluate our baselines in various aspects like: the effect of sequence modelling, the effect of pre-trained
embeddings and language models. Also, we provide baselines for the widely used models in NLP in literature.
Finally, we release all our models, benchmarks and data to the public domain to help advance the research in the
area.
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